Control over brain activation and pain learned by using real-time functional MRI
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If an individual can learn to directly control activation of localized regions within the brain, this approach might provide control over the neurophysiological mechanisms that mediate behavior and cognition and could potentially provide a different route for treating disease. Control over the endogenous pain modulatory system is a particularly important target because it could enable a unique mechanism for clinical control over pain. Here, we found that by using real-time functional MRI (rtfMRI) to guide training, subjects were able to learn to control activation in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC), a brain region putatively involved in pain perception and regulation. When subjects deliberately induced increases or decreases in rACC fMRI activation, there was a corresponding change in the perception of pain caused by an applied noxious thermal stimulus. Control experiments demonstrated that this effect was not observed after similar training conducted without rtfMRI information, or using rtfMRI information derived from a different brain region, or sham rtfMRI information derived previously from a different subject. Chronic pain patients were also trained to control activation in rACC and reported decreases in the ongoing level of chronic pain after training. These findings show that individuals can gain voluntary control over activation in a specific brain region given appropriate training, that voluntary control over activation in rACC leads to control over pain perception, and that these effects were powerful enough to impact severe, chronic clinical pain.

Individuals exhibit voluntary but unwitting control over brain activation all of the time: Every voluntary action engages the activation of specific brain mechanisms. However, the extent to which an individual can learn to directly, consciously control the activation of specific brain regions or brain mechanisms is not yet known. Although initially surprising, it has now been known for some time that subjects can learn to control a variety of autonomic mechanisms such as heart rate, skin conductance, and muscle tone (1). Subjects have also learned to control brain electroencephalogram (EEG) rhythms (2–4). The mechanisms of these changes in autonomic tone or EEG rhythm are likely widespread, spanning multiple brain systems and reflecting general processes such as overall relaxation. Whether subjects can learn precise control over a discrete, anatomically localized brain region with a highly specialized function is another matter.

Real-time functional MRI (rtfMRI) allows measurement of localized processes within the brain as they take place (5), providing information that could serve as the basis for learning to control specific neurophysiological mechanisms. Although fMRI is an indirect measure of neural activation with spatial and temporal resolution limited by hemodynamics and signal variability, recent results have demonstrated that subjects can successfully learn to control fMRI activation in a localized brain region by using rtfMRI as the basis of training (5–8). It is not known, however, whether learned control over fMRI activation corresponds with changes in underlying neurophysiological processes that in turn lead to predicted changes in behavior, cognition, or potentially to impact on clinical disorders. Here, we investigated whether learned, deliberate manipulation of rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) activation by subjects leads to predicted effects on pain perception.

The brain systems that mediate pain may be particularly relevant clinical candidates for rtfMRI-based training. Chronic pain is one of the most ubiquitous and important clinical problems facing society and is the primary complaint resulting in physician visits and healthcare resource use (9). Chronic pain patients often fail to find relief even after pursuing multiple treatment options and incurring tens of thousands of dollars per year in healthcare costs. Further, pain perception can be substantially affected by cognitive processes including placebo effects (10), anticipation (11, 12), and attention (9, 13, 14). There is evidence that subregions within rACC are involved in mediating the conscious perception of pain in consort with a matrix of other brain structures (9, 15–17). For example, rACC activation is altered by manipulations that reduce the perception of pain, such as hypnosis (18–20) or placebo conditions (21). In the present study, we examined whether subjects can learn to control the brain’s pain system and whether learned control over rACC activation would alter pain perception in healthy subjects and also in patients with chronic pain. If so, this could ultimately lead to the development of a new approach to neuroimaging therapy.

Methods

Subjects, Stimuli, and Ratings. Healthy volunteer subjects (20 male, 16 female, mean age of 23.5 yr, range of 18–37 yr) were recruited from the community, and chronic pain patients were selected from the Stanford University Pain Management Service (eight male, four female, mean age of 36.7 yr, range of 31–38 yr, mean duration of pain of 42 mo). Healthy volunteers, but not pain patients, were presented with nociceptive stimuli for 30 s by using a 30 × 30-mm Peltier thermode on the subject’s left palm (thenar eminence). Temperature levels were individually selected for each subject before scanning (group mean of 47.9°C, range of 46.8–48.6°C) by using a psychometric thresholding procedure that is designed to yield the maximally painful stimulus that each subject can tolerate without moving, rated as “7 out of 10” (see Supplementary Materials).
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Supporting Text, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Subjects were thoroughly screened and monitored throughout for any potential adverse events, with immediate referral to Stanford University physicians should an adverse event or side effects have been noted (none were noted). Subjects rated the intensity and unpleasantness of stimuli on a 1–10 continuous visual analog scale (VAS) by using a computer mouse and a graphical analog slider reverse-projected inside the scanner. This study was approved by the Stanford University human subjects panel, and all subjects completed written, informed consent.

Subject Pretraining Information. It was explained to subjects that the goal of training was for them to learn to enhance their control over activation in a localized brain region associated with pain. Pilot experiments indicated that to learn enhanced control over activation of a specific neural mechanism in a limited training period, subjects required cognitive strategy guidelines. Given the large number of cognitive processes associated with different brain areas, trial and error alone, even with rtfMRI feedback, was found to be ineffective. Subjects were told that during scanning, they would be attempting to alternately increase and then decrease activation in the target brain region and that they would view real-time feedback of their success. The potential effects on subject expectations created through the training procedure were evaluated through comparison with results from a variety of control subject groups who did not receive valid rtfMRI information. All subjects received identical written instructions regarding strategies for use in increasing/decreasing brain activation or pain. The strategy instructions provided to all subject groups included instructions to change the following.

1. Attention. Attend toward the painful stimulus vs. away from it (to the other side of the body).
2. Stimulus quality. Attempt to perceive the stimulus as a neutral sensory experience vs. a tissue-damaging, frightening, or overwhelming experience.
3. Stimulus severity. Attempt to perceive the stimulus as either low or high intensity.
4. Control. Attempt to control the painful experience, or allow the stimulus to control the perception.

It was explained to subjects that rtfMRI information includes random noise and that it is inherently delayed relative to cognitive and brain events due to biologically inherent hemodynamics (~3–5 s) and computer processing time (1–2 s).

rtfMRI and Subject Training Protocol. After anatomical and fMRI localizer scans, eight healthy subjects underwent a series of training runs inside the scanner while receiving rtfMRI information from the target region of interest (ROI) in the rACC as a scrolling line graph of signal from the entire ROI (Fig. 1B) and a continuous video display depicting the same information as a larger or smaller virtual fire image (Fig. 1A). 2D or 3D images of brain activation can be confusing to subjects and were not presented. Each 13-min scanning run consisted of five increase/decrease cycles. Each cycle consisted of a 30-s rest block, followed by a 60-s increase block during which subjects were trained to increase ROI activation, followed by a 60-s decrease block during which subjects were trained to decrease activation in the target ROI. An identical noxious thermal stimulus was applied for 30 s during each increase and decrease block, beginning 10 s after the beginning of the block. Text cues were presented for each block ("Rest," "Increase," and "Decrease"). Healthy subjects received a localizer scan, three training runs, and a posttest run. The posttest run was identical to the training run except that during the posttest run, subjects rated each stimulus immediately after the stimulus was presented. During training runs, ratings were made only after the scan was completed to avoid activations caused by the rating process itself interfering with training. Chronic pain patients underwent similar training, except that the thermal stimulus was not used (STIM in Fig. 2A). In addition, for ethical considerations, the pain patients themselves chose when to end scanning. Four patients completed three total training runs, two patients completed two training runs, and two patients completed one training run.

Control Groups. Four separate healthy subject control groups were trained and tested using similar or identical procedures but in the absence of valid rACC rtfMRI information.

Group I (n = 8) received identical instructions to the experimental group and the same period of training, except without rtfMRI information and with attempted cognitive control over pain alone to test the effects of repeated practice.

Group II (n = 8) received purely behavioral training for twice as long as the experimental group but with no rtfMRI information. These subjects were additionally instructed to overtly focus attention on the thermal stimuli during “increase” blocks and away during the “decrease” blocks, rather than using any other strategy.

Group III (n = 8) received identical training to the experimental group, but using rtfMRI information derived from a different brain region in posterior cingulate cortex that is not believed to be involved in pain processing to examine spatial and physiological specificity.

Group IV (n = 4) received identical training to the experimental group, but, unknown to the subjects, the rtfMRI displays that they viewed corresponded to activation from a previously tested experimental subject’s rACC, rather than their own rACC brain activation. Therefore, the displays were visually identical to what had been shown previously to the experimental subject.

A patient control group (n = 4) received autonomic biofeedback information rather than rtfMRI, and they were trained to control their autonomic tone, viewing continuous scrolling graphs of skin conductance, heart rate, and respiration and...
following methods in use to decrease arousal and induce relaxation (3).

fMRI Imaging and Analysis. Spiral fMRI volume data were collected on a 3.0 Tesla General Electric Sigma scanner at Stanford University and processed in real time by using in-house software. Analysis included spiral reconstruction, motion correction, and continuous measurement of the level of ROI activation [measured as percent signal change from running average of the ROI, the fMRI blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal, bandpass-filtered 1/5–1/120 s, no spatial smoothing]. ROIs were individually selected during an initial physiological localizer scan based on activation observed within the rACC by using an increase vs. decrease pain contrast (see Supporting Text). The level of activation in the target ROI, a large background ROI, and the difference between the two were presented to subjects inside the scanner as three separate scrolling line charts (Fig. 1B depicts a single example). For offline analysis, data were 3D motion-corrected, smoothed by using a 4-mm Gaussian kernel, bandpass-filtered (1/5–1/120 s), and transformed into standard Talairach–Tournoux coordinates (22) by using an increase vs. decrease pain contrast (see Supporting Text). For offline analysis, data were 3D motion-corrected, smoothed by using a 4-mm Gaussian kernel, bandpass-filtered (1/5–1/120 s), and transformed into standard Talairach–Tournoux coordinates (22) by using in-house software. Group data were analyzed by using Bonferroni-corrected fixed effects analysis, and all reported volumetric activations showed P values < 0.001.

Results

Through the course of training, experimental group subjects (n = 8) learned to control the fMRI signal in the target ROI. The primary index of learning was the enhancement in the difference in fMRI signal between the increase (inc) and decrease (dec) periods comparing the final run of training with the initial run of training [i.e., (fMRI_{inc} - fMRI_{dec})_{initial} - (fMRI_{inc} - fMRI_{dec})_{final}]. Periods when the stimuli were not present and when ratings were performed were excluded. Group analysis demonstrated increased activation after training in a spatially localized region corresponding to the trained rACC target ROI, which showed the most significant activation of any forebrain region [ACC, Brodmann’s area (BA) 32/24; t = 18.35; P < 0.001 corrected; Fig. 2C]. This finding was replicated for a posttest run (Fig. 2B). Additional brain areas
showing increased activation included secondary somatosensory cortex (BA 2), insula (BA 21/22/13), supplementary motor cortex (BA 6), superior cerebellum, and superior temporal gyrus (BA 22) (all coordinates are provided in Supporting Text).

The subjects’ control over fMRI activation in the target ROI increased monotonically over three training runs of 13 min each (Fig. 3A, bars 1–3; P < 0.05, linear regression) and was replicated in the posttest run (Fig. 3A). As subjects learned to produce increases and decreases of activation in rACC, there was a corresponding change in their perception of pain measured through pain intensity ratings (Fig. 3B). During the first rtfMRI training run, there was little difference in rated pain intensity for stimuli presented during increase vs. decrease periods (Fig. 3B), corresponding to the small amount of control over rACC activation (Fig. 3A). By the last training run, when subjects were successfully controlling rACC activation, stimuli presented when subjects were increasing rACC activation were rated as significantly more painful than when subjects were decreasing rACC activation, leading to a greater percentage difference between these two ratings (Fig. 3B). The enhancement in pain intensity difference was also reproduced during the posttest run (Fig. 3B). Changes in fMRI activation and perception were both measured as the difference between paired increase and decrease blocks, rather than using absolute magnitude measures, so that the results would be directly comparable and baseline fluctuations common in both types of measures would be eliminated. After training, experimental subjects showed both an increase in absolute pain ratings during the increase periods and a decrease in absolute pain ratings during the decrease periods (see supporting information for details).

A linear regression analysis examined the relation between the activation level produced by subjects on individual trials (percent fMRI signal change) and the resultant pain ratings. There was a significant correlation between the induced changes in rACC activation and the corresponding difference in pain intensity ratings (Fig. 3C; P < 0.0007, linear regression). After training, subjects showed a 23% enhancement in control over pain intensity, a sensory measure of pain (Fig. 4, rACC experimental group open bar; P < 0.001, t test of all data from Fig. 3B, bars 3 and 4 vs. bar 1), and a 38% enhancement in control over pain unpleasantness, an affective measure of pain (Fig. 4, rACC experimental group filled bar, P < 0.01, t test).

To determine whether this effect is specifically due to rtfMRI-induced learning, rather than other learning or nonspecific effects, the experimental subjects were compared with four control groups of subjects who received extended practice without rtfMRI information (group I), twice the duration of training at focusing attention away from pain (group II), training using rtfMRI data taken from a different brain area (group III), or training using sham rtfMRI data taken from a different subject’s brain, rather than from the experimental subject’s brain (group IV). The improvement in control over pain intensity and unpleasantness shown by the experimental (rtfMRI) group was significantly larger than for any of the four independent control groups (Fig. 4).

Eight chronic pain patients following a similar rtfMRI-based training protocol but without externally applied painful stimuli reported substantial decreases in their average baseline pain level assessed with the short-form McGill pain questionnaire (MPQ) (23) as well as pain ratings on a simple 1–10 VAS. Pain patients reported a 64% decrease in MPQ pain rating sums after training (P < 0.00015, paired t test) and a 44% decrease in VAS pain ratings (P < 0.0016, paired t test). All of the eight patients who were trained reported a decrease in pain intensity after the procedure, which was carried out on a single day, and five of eight patients reported a reduction of pain by 50% or greater on the MPQ.

A control group of patients was trained under similar circumstances and for a similar duration inside the scanner but was provided with autonomic biofeedback information rather than rtfMRI. The changes in pain ratings for the experimental group were three times larger than for the autonomic biofeedback control group (Fig. 5A; ΔMPQexperimental = 2.6 × ΔMPQcontrol; P < 0.02, t test; ΔVASexperimental = 3.4 × ΔVAScontrol; P < 0.02, t test). The difference between experimental and control subjects
was statistically significant for both MPQ and VAS pain ratings ($P < 0.02$ and $P < 0.009$, respectively, $t$ test).

Finally, to explore whether patients who learned greater control over brain activation showed greater changes in pain, changes in activation and changes in pain ratings between the first and last training runs were correlated for the patients who completed two or more training runs. This comparison was only possible for the six of eight total patients who completed at least two runs. There was a significant correlation between the extent to which patients learned to control ACC activation and their decrease in pain rated with MPQ (Fig. 4B; $P < 0.01$, linear regression) and also VAS (Fig. 5C; $P < 0.01$, linear regression). In interviews after the procedure, patients described an increased sense of control over their pain as well as an overall decrease in pain level when not overtly attempting to exercise control, but they were not able to provide clear details regarding the strategies that they used.

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, this work provides the first full-group, controlled demonstration that individuals can learn to exert deliberate, voluntary control over localized brain activation by using training based on rtfMRI, leading to a resultant impact on behavior or disease symptoms. Subjects successfully learned to control a brain region that is understood to be involved in pain processing, the rACC, and this process led to significant changes in their pain perception. Four independent control groups trained in similar procedures but without valid rACC fMRI information did not learn enhanced control over pain. Similarly, chronic pain patients who were trained with rtfMRI information from rACC showed significant decreases in pain perception, whereas patients who were trained with autonomic biofeedback did not.

**rtfMRI Methods and Training Results.** This research builds on a growing body of work that demonstrates that subjects can be trained to control localized brain activation by using real-time neuroimaging (6–8). An early system for real-time analysis of fMRI was developed by Cox et al. (5), and, subsequently, a number of groups have worked to advance this technology (24, 25). Here, the term rtfMRI is used to indicate that fMRI data analysis and display keep pace with fMRI data acquisition (in these data, after a 1- to 2-s processing delay).

The developed field of rtfMRI-based training has shown that individuals can learn to control activation in a region of the brain that is targeted for observation. Yoo and Jolesz (26) conducted an initial pilot study to investigate this approach, using a “near real-time” fMRI paradigm in which subjects were shown the results of fMRI data analysis $\approx 20$ s after they completed a period of finger tapping, and the subjects successfully learned to control their finger tapping behavior to control brain activation. Posse et al. (7) provided fMRI information about the level of amygdala activation to subjects verbally (on a 1- to 5-scale) after each 60-s block of a mood induction paradigm. Weiskopf et al. (8) were the first to show the feasibility of a training paradigm using rtfMRI and showed increased control over activation in the ACC in a single pilot subject. Our group demonstrated in a group of subjects that it is possible for individuals to learn control over a target brain region by using rtfMRI training (6). In that study, experimental subjects engaged in motor imagery and received training with continuous rtfMRI feedback of activation in the somatomotor cortex. Subjects showed a monotonic increase in control over activation in this brain area, but did not show covert movement as monitored by electromyogram. Members of a control group who received sham rtfMRI information did not improve their control over brain activation, demonstrating that the learned control is specifically due to training with rtfMRI, as opposed to other learning effects. Also, once trained, subjects could control brain activation even in the absence of rtfMRI information.

More recently, several studies have investigated subjects’ control over brain activation as a potential brain–computer interface. Weiskopf et al. (8) investigated whether subjects were able to differentially control brain activation in the supplementary motor area and parahippocampal place areas (8) using strategies such as visual vs. motor imagery. Two of four subjects showed an increase in the differential signal. Yoo et al. (27) reported that subjects can learn to navigate a cursor through a 2D maze by using four cognitive tasks associated with four different brain volumes of interest. Subjects closed their eyes and executed an entire sequence of mental strategies to try to produce a sequence of movement commands of a cursor through a maze that were derived from fMRI, and the subjects were provided feedback regarding their success after completion of each trial.

**Control Over Cognitive, Behavioral, and Neurophysiological Processes Using rtfMRI Training.** The current investigation suggests that when subjects learn to control the fMRI signal in a brain region, this process engages the neurophysiological mechanisms within that brain region, leading to predicted cognitive results. The observed form of pain control required that subjects be trained specifically to regulate the pain modulatory system and receive activation information from this system. Subjects who were trained to use cognitive strategies without brain activation information in a conventional learning paradigm did not learn similar control over pain. Healthy control subjects who received rtfMRI information from the posterior cingulate cortex also did not learn to control pain perception, suggesting that nonspecific strategies affecting global arousal or global brain activation are not effective and that subjects must be trained to control specific neurophysiological systems. Finally, the members of an additional control group were shown the exact same information that had been displayed previously to the experimental subjects, derived from the experimental subjects’ brains rather than from the control subjects’ brains. Any effects of expectation or suggestion created by the displays themselves or by the subjects’ perception of their control over brain activation were identically matched in these control subjects, who nonetheless did not show an improvement in their control over pain.

It is particularly interesting that pain patients need to be able to observe the functioning of the brain’s pain system to learn this form of control over these systems because pain patients already have continuously available sensory feedback of their own pain level, they already have a strong motivation to learn to control their pain, and they typically have tried and practiced many strategies to alleviate their pain over many years. These individuals may have remained pain patients because cognitive strategies without brain activation information from this system. Subjects who were trained to use cognitive strategies without brain activation information in a conventional learning paradigm did not learn similar control over pain. Conventional biofeedback using autonomic measures was not sufficient for training patients to control their pain compared with anatomically localized information derived from the pain control system, again supporting that subjects require information about this specific system and that more general approaches are not equivalently effective. Long-term pain outcomes after similar injuries can vary widely. One possible source of these differences is that, if a patient’s pain control system is inherently more efficacious or more strongly engaged, this greater efficacy might lead to a greater likelihood of successful recovery, rather than ongoing chronic pain. The approach described here may provide a different avenue for up-regulation of the pain control system based on targeted neuroplasticity through training.

Although the rtfMRI information presented to subjects here was derived only from rACC, it is possible that subjects learned to engage or control a number of closely associated brain regions.
that may have acted in consort to produce the behavioral effects observed. Given that placebo effects are mediated in part by the brain’s pain control system (28), it is possible that these subjects produced a trained, controllable form of the typically unconscious placebo effect.

The brain mechanisms that translate rtfMRI feedback into learned regulation of focal brain activation are as yet unknown. Learning cognitive control over a particular brain system is a highly complex task likely engaging a constellation of brain regions that depends critically on the target system being trained. Once it has been established that a brain system is subject to learned control, then it will be important to determine what strategies subjects use, what brain regions are engaged in this learning process, what constitutes the underlying physiology, and what potential behavioral impacts can be achieved.

**Processing of Pain in the Brain.** The rACC was selected as a target for this investigation because its role is likely to be particularly important for both pain perception and pain regulation (15–17), but rACC activation is also associated with a broad variety of cognitive processes, including attention (29), emotion (30), executive function, task difficulty, and motor control (31). The fact that learned control over rACC activation was associated with pain modulation supports a role for rACC and its allied neural system in pain control (32, 33), not just cognitive sequelae to pain such as attention, arousal, or orienting. Multiple brain regions comprising a pain matrix are involved in pain processing, including ACC, primary (SI) and secondary (SII) somatosensory cortices, insula, and thalamus (9, 32–34). Cognitive modulation of pain engages this same group of structures (32, 35). Attention and distraction modulate activation in ACC, as well as other pain-related regions (35). Pain anticipation also affects pain modulatory systems, including ACC, medial orbitofrontal cortex, amygdala, and periaqueductal gray (11, 12, 36). Hypnotic suggestion (18) studies have shown a specific role for ACC in pain unpleasantness, whereas the manipulation of pain intensity produced changes primarily in SI cortex (20). ACC has also been implicated in opioidergic pain modulation (37, 38) and placebo analgesia (16, 28). In addition, patients who have received neurosurgical deafferentation of the typically uncontrolled pain system (21) require the learned, controllable form of the pain condition. Therefore, it will be important to determine what potential behavioral impacts can be achieved.

**Clinical Perspective and Potential Applications.** Immediately after training with rtfMRI, pain patients exhibited a decrease in the magnitude of experienced chronic pain. These patients had been largely refractory to multiple previously administered pharmacologic, psychological, and behavioral interventions, as is typical in chronic pain patients after years of attempted treatment. However, the potential of this approach for long-term pain treatment is still being investigated. It will also be important to characterize what pain conditions and types of patients show the greatest response to this method.

The approach of monitoring the impact of an intervention on brain activation in real time as the intervention is being applied has a number of potential applications both for research and for clinical use. As a research tool, this approach allows for neuroimaging experiments to investigate the behavioral consequences of activation of a selected brain region or target pattern, in addition to the prospect of better quality control over experiments using real-time monitoring. In the clinical setting, it is possible that a number of types of intervention, including cognitive therapy or psychotherapy, surgery, pharmacologic intervention and screening, or electrical or magnetic stimulation of the nervous system could be investigated or improved through real-time monitoring. Approaches using rtfMRI will have to be fully tested in thorough clinical trials before clinical use.
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